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Attachment 3

Pleasing to the eye fitting seamless in the landscape unique design
You see it and you know where you are.
The structure makes sense where it's placed
A design which depicts the hills of Hillsdale on the horizon
Flow modern with interest makes a statement
Less is more graceful
Clear, simple, cost‐effective
I would like to see something that blends in with the surroundings and is subtle. Maybe something that reflects the shape of the hills behind.
Also, nothing like the Belmont bridge ‐ something about it is distracting and causes slowdown in traffic on 101. It looks out of place
Interesting and appealing approach
Memorable
Legacy
Smart
Signature means personalized. Bridge should reflect the landscape and the culture of the community.
Bridge should not be overwhelming and obstruct the view.
A one‐of‐a‐kind design
No one else (city) has the same design / look.
Uplifting, dream like, organic forms
Color
Lighting
Architecture design
Something that illustrates how we experience and enjoy San Mateo
Distinctive ‐ different than other bridges
Consistant with San Mateo aesthetics, history
Eye catching
When oeople see a picture of the bridge then will recognize it.
And when people see the bridge, they will recognize where they are because of it
Unique and something pertaining to San Mateo as a city.
A forward looking futuristic design similar to the bridge at Ryder Park for example
Aestitically pleasing while at the same time being functional and cost effective.
Something to commemorate Bay Meadow Race Track for a historical element, i.e. horses on railing round bike and race track feel
Entry to the bay and lagoon water, beach, nautical oriented
Beautiful to look at from all angles
What will celebrate our cultural, technological and recreational diversity?
We are in an incredible area ‐ reflect that!
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36 Design that hits the "wow" button
37 That the design is so visually pleasing that it is a pleasure to walk on bridge or bike on the structure
38 I love riding my bike or walking on the Golden Gate Bridge or walking on the bridge over Sacramento River in Redding. I feel as though I'm transitting a thing
of beauty
39 San Mateo doesn't have a signature ‐ lets not try to establish one using a foot / bike path structure
40 Keep it simple, low cost, unobtrusive
41 Character ‐ not boring
42 Sets us apart from Belmont bridge
43 Perhaps follow a bridge theme and repeat similar concept to Seal Point Park style
44 Wow factor but not over the top
45 Belmont bridge is bulky and ugly
46 Bridges at 3rd Ave park on bay are elegant and more worthy of multiple years of use.
47 A San Mateo brand
48 Smooth curves
49 Not jagged
50 Not Ralston
51 Simple
52 Bay Meadows ‐ horses
53 Children and Seniors first
54 Simple clean lines
55 Pleasing to the user as important as representing San Mateo
56 Maybe something hinting at Bay Meadows history as horse ‐ racing track which lots of us remember.
57 Lighting
58 Cable
59 Bench / Overview
60 Signature means unique and identifying with the "place"
61 Living Plants
62 Blends with nature
63 Character ‐ not boring
64 Mountains, bay, Foster City canals
65 Natural colors ‐ not blue
66 Visually interesting. Since 101 is pretty boring.
67 It would be nice to view an object that "changed" as pedestrian / bicyclist entered as well as the journey throughout
68 An experience that is pleasing, rather than getting from point A to point B
69 Also would like the bridge to be visually interesting to commute car traffic on 101.
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Looks different from either side representing in that case San mateo and Foster City
Timeless in its design, practical financially
Not overly decorated
Airy
Most important is experience to cyclists and pedestrians rather than drivers
Bridge should be safe, easy to use as a cyclist or pedestrian and have distrinctive character of place (close to Bay and Bay Meadows)
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